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T. GANEA only if there isamap 2:X~ fiB such thatg-~ po(fx 2) oA, where A:X--* X x X is the diagonal map. Furthermore, i o p -~ i o n. These two facts yield the result.
Next, let X * Y be the join of X and Y taken as an identification space of the Cartesian product X x I x Y; a point in the join is denoted by (1 -s) 
where E w CF results by erecting a cone over the subset F or E, a shrinks E to a point and -a stands for a followed by the map (s, x) -~ (1 -s, x), r extends p by mapping CF to *, and j is homotopically equivalent to the projection of the fibre space over E w CF induced by r from the fibration PB ~ B.
Proof of Theorem. Let Bq be the classifying space of the topological group S q-1. The first (principal) bundle in (1) is equivalent to that induced by some map p : KP m ~ Bq and, for the present purposes, the triple Remark 2.4. An alternative proof, using only the Milnor construction [9] in terms of which projective spaces are described in [2] , is also available. The operation p is then replaced by the right translation R : (G * ... * (7) × G -~ G * ... * G, (3) no longer occurs, and the element/~ ,,(~,,+ 1) is used directly. However, our approach applies to more general situations, as will be seen in the last section. 
